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CCANAN  CCITIITISSTATTAT  WWORKORK  ININ  GGREATERREATER  BBOSTONOSTON??  
 
 

CitiStat has given the city of Baltimore a powerful new management tool. By tracking “real time” 
data, the mayor and other city officials not only develop strategies for improving everyday 

performance in all departments, but also get a look at the broad patterns shaping the city. Can the 
CitiStat approach be brought to state and local government in Massachusetts? 

 
 
 

BY BY PPHINEAS HINEAS BBAXANDALL AXANDALL   
AND AND CCHARLES HARLES CC. . EEUCHNERUCHNER   

……………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 

Every other week, the director of every department in the City of Baltimore takes the 
“hot seat” in a meeting room on the sixth floor of City Hall. Flanked by colleagues, the 
department head stands at a podium and answers a series of questions from a panel headed 
by Mayor Martin O’Malley and his top aides. The discussion addresses every issue facing 
the department – staffing levels, absenteeism, overtime, deployment of staff, department 
facilities and vehicles, response rates for citizen requests, capital budgeting, and more. As 
the conversation takes place, staff members project images on two giant screens behind the 
podium. The images show maps, charts, graphs, spreadsheets, and photographs – all 
designed to illustrate how well or how poorly the department is doing its job.  

The discussion is spirited. Sometimes, the mayor shows impatience with park 
equipment that has not been fixed or an event that was not staffed well. Other times, the 
mayor and his staff take the opportunity to congratulate the department officials for 
improving performance. Sometimes, the mayor rewards city workers with tickets to a 
sports event or concert. Always, the goal is to set goals, meet them – and then to set a new, 
higher goal. The discussion is blunt, but also has a distinct Southern courtliness.  
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Most impressive to many visitors is how knowledgeable city officials are about every 
aspect of the issues and trends in the departments. In a matter of seconds, officials can retrieve 
the facts about the issues. The conversation moves from the micro level to the macro level and 
back again. Information about municipal affairs is formatted down to the block level, but 
officials can also identify the trends across the city.  

     Before the meetings take place, the mayor’s staff pore 
over hundreds of pages of spreadsheets filled with data on 
every aspect of city government to prepare summaries for 
the mayor. Key staffers from the Mayor’s Office look for 
patterns and trends in the data, partly to understand the 
dimensions of the city’s myriad problems but also to 
develop strategies to better deploy limited manpower and 
resources. If a neighborhood suffers from property 
abandonment, the maps and data might indicate where to 
shore up neighborhoods and where to triage. If a 
community experiences a health epidemic, the data provide 

clues about how to mobilize health workers. If the city experiences an outbreak of car thefts or 
heroin sales, the police know how to deploy in force.  

The name of the program that so engages City Hall is CitiStat. A database-driven 
management tool, CitiStat provides a vehicle for city officials – and ordinary citizens – to know 
what is going on in city government and how it all adds up. Baltimore officials say that they 
have realized over $40 million in financial savings since the advent of CitiStat –  a figure that 
does not take into account the value of more effective and equitable municipal services. 

CitiStat is part of a larger emphasis on improving public services. Instead of focusing on 
high-profile development or redistribution efforts, City Hall has focused intensely on simply 
making sure that the everyday operations take place in a rational, informed, businesslike 
fashion. By pursuing the kind of basic “housekeeping” functions that many executives leave to 
their deputies, Mayor O’Malley hopes to leverage larger changes throughout the city. 
Relentlessly focusing on the little stuff – like eradicating rats and lead paint, improving 
emergency and firefighting response times, and repairing playgrounds and streets – City Hall 
hopes to improve the overall quality of life in the city. By so doing, the city will have a better 
chance to keep and attract businesses and middle-class residents.  

Might Greater Boston and Massachusetts learn something from the efforts of Baltimore? 
 

WWHAT IS HAT IS CCITIITISSTAT?TAT?  
 

CitiStat is an accountability and assessment tool for everyday management and longterm 
planning in government. The system uses simple computer databases to track every 
conceivable aspect of public policy challenges and government performance. After department 
officials gather data and enter it into computer databases, CitiStat’s policy analysts pore over 
the information, provide summaries of key trends and issues, and create visual depictions of 
the data in maps, charts, and graphs. Every other week, the mayor and his top aides meet with 

……………………………….. 
 
‘CitiStat exponentially  
broadens a mayor’s vision  
of their city.’ Baltimore’s  
First Deputy Mayor  
Michael Enright.   
……………………………….. 
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officials from each department. At these sessions, officials review the data to assess whether 
departments are meeting short- and long-term goals and to determine strategies for 
improvement of performance. 

“CitiStat exponentially broadens a mayor’s vision of their city,” says Baltimore’s First 
Deputy Mayor Michael Enright. CitiStat is not alone in the world of data-driven tools for 
performance assessment. According to Jane Fountain, director of the National Center for 
Digital Government at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy 
School of Government, CitiStat is best understood as an 
“executive-information system” like those used by corporations 
such as Frito-Lay or Mrs. Field’s Cookies. The central offices of 
these corporations constantly have access to a stream of real-time 
information about which products are selling, at what stores, at 
what profit margins, and with what strain on overtime and other 
resources. They allocate resources and shift their product mix 
accordingly.  

Based on the CompStat program pioneered by the New York 
Police Department, the City of Baltimore began applying the 
approach to major city agencies shortly after Martin O’Malley’s 
election as mayor in 1999. CompStat has been credited with 
playing a major role in the reduction of crime in New York in the 
1990s. Rather than simply responding to 911 telephone calls reporting crimes, CompStat 
records and maps a wide range of data on a variety of crimes, such as burglaries, robberies, 
assaults, drug sales, car thefts, subway fare evasion, and murders. Rather than simply reacting 
to crimes after they happen, New York police deploy in areas where they can expect crime to 
happen based on recent patterns – and either prevent it from happening altogether or arrest 
perpetrators in the act. In the early days of CompStat, crimes were tracked by putting 
pushpins on a wall map. Soon after the program was established, police officers entered data 
into computers, which then plot the data on maps, charts, and graphs.  

Soon after his election, O’Malley asked Jack Maple, the architect of New York’s CompStat, 
to bring the police database system to Baltimore. O’Malley and Maple then decided to expand 
the system beyond policing to every function of city government. The new program, dubbed 
CitiStat, hired a small staff and took over a little-used room in City Hall. Every department 
meets with the mayor and his staff in this room every other week. The CitiStat staff and top 
mayoral aides worked with officials from city departments to determine what kinds of 
activities and resources should be measured and tracked on a regular basis. To start, the 
officials focused on data about personnel issues – in particular, excessive absenteeism and 
overtime. Building on the departments’ existing data collection, the Mayor’s Office added 
other measures that might show how well the departments do their jobs. From the program’s 
beginning in 2000 until 2002, the CitiStat program grew from one department (the Bureau of 
Solid Waste within Public Works) to 16 departments and issues.  

 
  

…………………….…… 
 
To start, officials  
focused on data they  
already had about  
personnel issues—in  
particular, excessive  
absenteeism and  
overtime.  
…………………………. 
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DDEPARTMENTSEPARTMENTS   ANDAND  IISSUESSUE  GGROUPSROUPS  IINVOLVEDNVOLVED  WITHWITH  CCITIITISSTATTAT  
 
Finance Department  
Fire Department 
Health Department  
Housing and Community Development Department  
Police Department  
Public Works Department – Bureau of General Services  
Public Works Department – Bureau of Solid Waste 
Public Works Department – Bureau of Water and Wastewater 
Recreation and Parks Department  
Transportation Department 
Housing Authority of Baltimore City 
Homeless Services  
KidStat 
Information Technology 
ProjectStat 
Minority Business Enterprise and Women’s Business Enterprise  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 
Before the biweekly meetings for each department, analysts from the CitiStat Office assess 

the department’s performance on a wide range of issues and identify important trends. 
Departments submit raw data to the CitiStat team, which then formats data into digital maps 
and charts. Those graphics are projected on large screens in the CitiStat Room. Maps and other 
graphics help identify trouble spots and ways to better target resources. A department chief 

might be asked, “Why is garbage pick-up so much slower in 
that neighborhood?” or “Why is your absenteeism rate still 
so high?” The free-flowing meetings serve a number of 
functions: to encourage a culture of accountability, increase 
transparency, increase coordination between agencies, 
recognize high-performing employees, expose inefficiencies, 
and improve performance. 
       Starting in March 2002, CitiStat was supplemented with 
CitiTrak. This program created a single telephone line – 311, 
similar to the well-known 911 line for police calls – for 
citizens to report problems and complaints to all city 

departments. The 311 call center inputs each caller “service request” and refers it to the 
appropriate department. Callers are given a tracking number they can use for followup calls. 
The system not only offers a streamlined system for managing all calls to the city, but also 
makes departments accountable for every call that the city gets. In addition, the calls provide 
fresh data on trends and issues of concern to the city.  

The technology for CitiStat is basic. Baltimore began with Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 
programs that departments already had on their desktop computers. Geographic Information 

………………….….………… 
 
CitiStat has produced over 
$43 million of cost savings, 
cost  avoidances, and  
revenue enhancements in  
its first three years. 
………………….….………… 
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Systems (GIS) mapping software from ArcView, costing less than $1,000, was used to show 
patterns of service delivery across the city and its neighborhoods. Setting up the CitiStat room, 
with modern computers, projection screens, desks and podiums, cost $20,000. The total start-
up and operating cost of the program in its inaugural year was $285,000; CitiStat now costs 
$400,000. Ninety-seven percent of operating costs are now staff salaries. 

According to the Mayor’s Office, CitiStat has produced over $43 million in cost savings, 
cost avoidances, and revenue enhancements in its first three years of operation and has also 
helped to improve municipal services. Baltimore is one of the few major cities not crippled by 
budget deficits in the current economic slowdown. The city of Baltimore is not laying off 
workers, cutting services, or increasing taxes. The budget for 2004 is 3.2 percent la rger than 
2003. One reason for Baltimore’s strong fiscal position is its ability to control overtime and 
absenteeism. Outside of the police, overtime has 
fallen 40 percent. The city has also reduced its 
backlog of cleanup projects, increased drug-
treatment services, planted more trees, abated 
lead paint in a record number of homes, and 
reduced the incidence of infant mortality. 
Employment in the city has increased by ten 
thousand workers while violent crime has 
decreased 29 percent.  

CitiStat meetings are now regularly visited by 
delegations from around North America. 
Pittsburgh, Miami and Los Angeles County have 
adopted pilot CitiStat programs. Other cities from 
Chattanooga to Anchorage have launched 
performance-measurement programs that also 
seek to imitate CitiStat. In Massachusetts, 
Somerville Mayor Dorothy Kelly Gay in 2002 developed a pilot program involving three 
departments. A number of Massachusetts state agencies and cities and towns are considering 
bringing CitiStat to the Bay State.  

On September 16, the Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston and the National Center for 
Digital Government, both based at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of  
Government, hosted a day-long conference on CitiStat. That event – which featured 
presentations by Baltimore First Deputy Mayor Michael Enright and CitiStat Director Matthew 
Gallagher, attracted 100 state and municipal officials interested in adapting the program. 

Greater Boston offers a favorable environment for a government innovation like CitiStat. 
Massachusetts government is famously fragmented among competing levels and antiquated 
bodies. Top officials from the Massachusetts Executive Office of Health and Human Services 
and the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs have indicated an interest in bringing 
CitiStat to the Commonwealth. A number of research initiatives – notably, the Boston 
Indicators Project (www.bostonindicators.org) and the Heart of the City Project (www.
heartofcity.info) – have already gathered a wealth of social and policy indicators for Greater  

…………………………………………… 
 
Greater Boston offers a favorable 
environment for an innovation like 
CitiStat. A number of research  
initiatives have already gathered a 
wealth of social and policy indicators 
for Greater Boston that could be 
easily integrated with real-time  
information systems such as CitiStat 
…………………………………………… 
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Boston that could be easily integrated with real-time information systems such as CitiStat. As 
one of the most educated and technologically advanced states in the nation, Massachusetts 
officials and policy elites are likely to appreciate the benefits from information-management 
tools. The near-passage of a referendum to end the state income tax last year may indicate that 
voters are impatient with persistent inefficiencies and waste in government. 
 

SSIMILARIMILAR  BBUTUT  DDIFFERENTIFFERENT: : WWHATHAT  CCITIITISSTATTAT  ISIS   NNOTOT  
 
CitiStat differs from other kinds of public-sector accountability and assessment systems. 

Government ‘report cards’  – Several cities have adopted scorecards, mayor’s performance re-
ports, or other forms of regular assessments. Albuquerque, for example,  measures its progress against 
a set of five-year goals. The District of Columbia generates its scorecard from annually polling citizens 
about conditions and services. Greater Boston enjoys the independent Boston Indicators Project that 
collects and presents detailed information about hundreds of measures over time, often by neighbor-
hood. These snapshots are taken annually, or at most quarterly. They help set priorities, remind officials 
about goals, and indicate progress. They do not, however, play a role in day-to-day management of pub-
lic agencies. 

Neighborhood-based departmental goal setting – Regular neighborhood meetings can provide 
accountability and set goals for local agencies. In Chicago, police “beats” convene regular meetings to 
elicit community goals and priorities. The goals are then prominently posted within the station. Advo-
cates are assigned within the department to ensure that officers adhere to these goals. This process al-
lows local participants to deliberate and debate for developing a community viewpoint with official status. 
The local deliberations, however, lack strong mechanisms to ensure that the central administration is 
oriented towards implementing their specific priorities. In Baltimore, the situation is the opposite. Resi-
dents are not intimately involved with setting performance criteria. The mayor’s office examines data 
about resident complaints and consults with departmental heads. But the mayor then takes strong re-
sponsibility for performance on these measures. 

CompStat – There are differences between CitiStat and its progenitor in the New York City Police 
Department. Each precinct commander in New York City is present when other commanders are on the 
“hot seat.” In addition to the feedback commanders receive from their superiors, they are also informed 
by comparisons with their peers and motivated by the fact that their peers are watching them. Baltimore 
tracks a far more diverse array of government activities. Having every departmental head in the room 
when any department is being discussed would be impractical. Water maintenance is different from law 
enforcement or waste removal. The CitiStat analysts play an important role because they must apply 
lessons across agencies. 

Unofficial complaint and service logs – Unofficial websites can prod government into better ser-
vice by logging complaints and asking officials to record resolved problems. Boston City Councilor 
Maura A. Hennigan in October 2003 launched a website for registering Boston potholes that sends com-
plaints to the Department of Public Works. Unlike CitiStat, officials are not compelled to enter data about 
repairs. As a public-relations tool for increasing accountability, Internet logs may prompt governmental 
action. But they do not reliably access performance, reveal opportunities for improving efficiency, or call 
officials to regularly answer for results. 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 SSIX IX SSIMPLE IMPLE RRULES FOR ULES FOR LLAUNCHING AUNCHING CCITIITISSTATTAT  
 
Baltimore offers a good model to bring information-based management to state and local 

government. But CitiStat is not an off-the-shelf product. It is a system that must be adapted to 
fit the particular needs and circumstances of the agency. Distributing spreadsheets to 
departments and scheduling meetings will not change the way that government operates. To 
succeed, CitiStat requires following six key elements: 
 
1. Commitment begins at the top 
 

In Baltimore, Mayor Martin O’Malley staked his political future on dramatically improving 
the efficiency and responsiveness of government by using up-to-date information as the 
ongoing focus for everyday management and longterm policymaking. Mayor O’Malley has 
built his entire administration around CitiStat. Every policy or management issue is informed 
by the data and analysis generated by CitiStat. The mayor 
personally attends about half of the city’s six-to-seven weekly 
CitiStat meetings and makes it clear that his deputy mayor and 
CitiStat director speak for him in his absence. Regardless of 
whether he attends CitiStat meetings, the mayor reads every 
CitiStat summary report produced by his staff. The mayor 
requires key department officials to build their management 
practices around CitiStat and he personally holds them 
responsible for performance based on CitiStat data and reports. 

Commitment to CitiStat must be established at the very 
beginning of the process. When he took office, with a tight city 
budget, Mayor O’Malley accepted early political heat for 
spending money on CitiStat while closing firehouses. He made 
it clear that agency heads had to show up personally to CitiStat 
meetings and that they would be put on the spot in front of 
coworkers if they lacked the information about their own 
operations. Uncooperative departmental heads were replaced. 
The mayor has used CitiStat as an important proving ground 
for high-level administrators. CitiStat analysts now direct three 
agencies or programs in city government: the Recreation and 
Parks Department, Bureau of Water and Wastewater, and 
KidStat program. 

CitiStat requires agencies to buy into the system. 
Regardless of how they use information, virtually every public 
agency in state and local government generates data on a wide 
range of policy and management issues. But in most public agencies, data are held in a number 
of different places (several electronic and hard-copy files) in different forms (memos, 
publications, spreadsheets, databases, and so on). The trick of CitiStat is to provide a 

……………………………..… 
 
Commitment to CitiStat 
must be established at the 
very beginning of the  
process. Mayor O’Malley 
made it clear that agency 
heads had to show up  
personally to the CitiStat 
meetings and that they 
would be put on the spot 
in front of their co-workers 
if they lacked the  
information about their 
own operations.  
Uncooperative  
departmental heads were 
replaced 
…………………..…………… 
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comprehensive system, with a simple entry format that city workers can use on a daily basis to 
input and update information. Everyday data entry, however, will not happen unless city 
workers’ supervisors make it clear to all employees that such work is a central part of the 
agency’s operations. Agency heads must also drive their staff to understand how the data can 
be used to identify areas for improvement. Public employees need to understand that they 
must be responsive to the issues raised by CitiStat data.  

Programs that avoid redirecting resources or risking political capital will not succeed. 
Government employees will take the steps to improve their performance – using CitiStat 
benchmarks, finding innovative ways to improve performance, and exposing embarrassing 
sources of waste – if it is clear that the rules of the game have changed. 

The best time to launch CitiStat is right after a new chief executive takes the reins. A new 
executive can build his or her whole management structure around CitiStat much easier at the 
beginning than in the middle of a term. Implementing CitiStat right after an election also gives a 
mayor or city manager time to show tangible results before the next election.  
 
2. Good analysis requires a dedicated staff 

 
Policy and management analysis is only as good as those who gather, crunch, format, and 

analyze the data. In Baltimore, each agency generates 10 to 30 pages of spreadsheets every two 
weeks, depending on the department. For each of the six to 
seven CitiStat meetings held each week, analysts take the raw 
data and produce a 10 to 12-page briefing that is delivered to 
the mayor and first deputy mayor the night before. Without a 
sophisticated group of analysts, Baltimore officials say, 
interpretation of data and analysis of issues would be 
impossible to imagine.  
       To develop a detailed knowledge of the diverse policy 
challenges facing the government, the CitiStat staff assigns its 
analysts each to several departments or issue areas. Over 
time, these analysts become experts on the substance of these 
issues as well as the management challenges.  
Policy analysts need to earn trust in the departments that 

they cover. Deputy Mayor Enright explains: “You need people who won’t be seen as just 
interlopers coming to make people work harder. They have to make people comfortable 
enough to talk about their work.”  

CitiStat has proven a useful process to identify and develop top management talent for the 
city. In the program’s early days, Baltimore had trouble recruiting skilled and ambitious 
analysts. In the last year or so, Baltimore City Hall has received hundreds of resumes from top 
students and policy and management schools as well as managers from the public, private, 
and nonprofit sectors. Working in the CitiStat office provides rigorous training in public 
management and policy evaluation, as well as the particular policy areas of government. 

 

………………………………… 
 
Analysts are assigned to  
several departments or  
issue areas. Over time,  
they become experts on  
the substance of these  
issues and the  
management challenges. 
………………………………… 
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3. Start somewhere 
 
In its full-blown form, CitiStat is a comprehensive database system for management and 

public policy. Not only does the program involve all major departments in Baltimore city 
government, but it also coordinates initiatives across departments for many high-priority 
interests like the care and education of children. But CitiStat started small and grew 
incrementally over three years.  

So what is the best place to start? Identify a visible agency whose mission is core to the 
priorities of the chief executive. Start gathering information. Baltimore officials met several 
times with the leaders of departments to determine the appropriate data to collect and analyze.  

Officials from the Mayor’s Office started by asking department heads for copies of all 
recent management reports. The two sides met frequently to develop a set of performance 
measures that could be incorporated into the department’s 
everyday routines. At unannounced site visits, mayoral aides 
asked what workers in different departments spent their time 
doing, how they measured their performance, how they spent 
their money, how they coordinated with other agencies, and so 
forth. Department heads were asked to identify high- and low-
performing front-line employees to determine the range of 
acceptable performances. The mayor’s aides then drafted 
performance measures and passed them on to the agency for 
comment; ultimately the Mayor’s Office decided which 
measures were to be used. This whole processes usually lasted 
only a couple of months before the CitiStat process was begun 
at the departments. 

Departments begin by measuring and analyzing data they 
already gather. Payroll data offer a wealth of information about 
overtime, disability, and leave. Most of the savings realized by 
CitiStat come from reducing overtime and involuntary leave. 
In their regular meetings with the mayor and his staff, managers must explain why certain 
employees take so much overtime or why some spend so much time on leave. The Mayor’s 
Office credits CitiStat for $6 million in overtime savings in fiscal year 2001 and almost $10 
million more in fiscal year 2002. In addition to financial savings, employees are more efficient 
if they show up for work and get their job done in the allotted 7.5 hours a day. Managers’ 
explanations for why performance cannot be improved often become productive conversations 
about how systems can be improved. 

 Most agencies also track complaints as part of their normal routines. Tracking citizens’ 
complaints, requests, tips, and comments can provide a wealth of information about service 
levels, employee interactions, and neighborhood conditions and trends. Baltimore’s 311 
telephone line provides a comprehensive system for gathering this kind of “soft” data.  

  CitiStat’s success in Baltimore resulted, at least in part, from the fact that the mayor did 
not try to take on all issues at once. Elected on a simple “crime and grime” platform, the mayor 

……………………………… 
 
Department heads were asked 
to identify high–and low-
performing front-line  
employees to determine the 
range of acceptable  
performances. The mayor’s 
aides then drafted  
performance measures and 
passed them to the agency for 
comment. 
……………………………… 
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originally focused on departments and indicators that tracked these issues. As City Hall has 
extended the focus toward youth violence, the Mayor’s Office has similarly defined objectives 
in simple terms and found precise measures for progress. In a context where homicide is the 
leading cause of death for black teens, the goal is simply to keep children alive and not 
committing crimes. Youth with more than one arrest in high-risk neighborhoods are identified 
and the city provides them with a battery of social services. 

 The measures appropriate for driving public management will differ significantly 
depending on the agency or community. But every issue has indicators that can be counted. It 
could be test scores or truancy, traffic volumes or accidents, trash pickups or broken park 
benches, water usage or building permits, complaints or tickets issued, admissions and 
waiting periods. The list is endless. It is even possible to track “qualitative” concerns, such as 
satisfaction with customer service or assessment of the parks or roads most in need of repair. 
The challenge is to identify a reasonable set of activities or conditions that can be measured, 
inputted, tracked, and analyzed. Working together, any department at any level of 
government can devise a data set that can drive management and policy. 
 
4. Get early wins 

 
Improving some services and conditions takes a long time. But in the real world, patience 

and political will can be in short supply. To build confidence and trust in the whole data-
driven management effort, it is important to identify 
government activities that are visible, easy to understand, 
and where real improvement is possible. In Baltimore, as in 
most cities, one of the constant grievances was the time it 
took the city to fill potholes. Upon discovering that the city 
filled most potholes within a few days, Mayor O’Malley 
pushed city workers to reduce the period to two days – and 
to make a big public splash with a 48-hour pothole 
guarantee. By prioritizing this task and pushing for 
improvement within the Department of Transportation, he 
was able to boast a 95 percent success rate. 
       Whatever the issue, it is important to make a high-stakes 
promise on something tangible that people care about. With 
a close eye from above, the commitment motivates change. 
First Deputy Enright sums up the whole CitiStat process 

simply: “What gets watched, gets done.” Persistence also exposes broader inefficiencies that 
can then be measured and attacked on their own terms. Government agencies ordinarily have 
trouble making the public aware of their programs, but the drama of even a small but concrete 
pledge enlists the media to spread the message and to test systems independently.  

Small measures can help make gains more visible to the public. Baltimore’s “rat rubout” 
program deployed city workers all over the city, but residents were often unaware when the 
truck had come to abate the problem. The answer: hang tags on the doorknobs to let residents 

………………………..……… 
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know city workers had been on site to address the problem, with information how residents 
could follow up.  

Early wins buoy moral and political will when programs inevitably suffer setbacks. 
Performance in some issues or areas may deteriorate before it improves, and some agencies 
resist change. To sustain the determination, visible early wins reinforce the willingness to keep 
working on the problems identified by CitiStat. 
 
5. Expand and adapt 

 
After experiencing the ups and downs of early efforts, public agencies include more and 

more aspects of agency operations. The more relevant information an agency collects, and the 
more intelligently and persistently it uses the information in daily management, the smarter its 
decisions will be. 

Developing a robust set of performance measures is an iterative process. Some measures 
might turn out to be more effective than others. Baltimore officials became more proficient 
over time at involving departments in CitiStat and using data in management of City Hall. 
CitiStat is like learning how to swim: You can only learn it by doing it. The key is to keep 
learning by trying out different measures. Information that may seem to offer powerful 
information might turn out to be vague or misleading; likewise, 
information that may at first seem trivial might turn out to offer 
powerful insights.  

Over time as information within an agency becomes more 
dependable and analysts become more familiar with how things 
operate, indicators can be brought closer to actual goals. CitiStat 
must begin with the tools and information at hand. It might not 
be obvious how to measure a successful youth program, for 
example, but it probably matters how many hours a community 
center is open or how many social workers are assigned to how 
many cases. In the regular conversations with agencies, it is 
important to consider how well performance indicators really 
capture the kind of improvements citizens care about. 

Procedures should be instituted to ensure the integrity of 
data. The CitiStat process is only as good as its data. When 
launching a program that used some features of CitiStat, officials from Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, also crea ted an independent Audit Advisory Board to examine the accuracy of 
data. Baltimore assigns one analyst to the field with a digital camera to make surprise visits on 
city facilities. Each department is required to maintain its own audit functions and CitiStat 
conducts its own audit. Baltimore’s 311 call center also checks 100 cases a week; staffers call 
citizens who registered complaints to determine residents’ satisfaction with services and 
whether the city’s records matched the reality of the situation. 

 
 

…………..……………… 
  
It might not be obvious 
how to measure a  
successful youth program, 
but it probably matters 
how many hours a  
community center is 
open or how many social 
workers are assigned to 
how many cases. 
…………………………… 
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6. Look for horizontal improvements  
 
No department is an island unto itself.  
The issues facing one department often affect a number of other departments at the same 

time. Individual agencies approach problems from the perspective of their own protocols and 
constraints. CitiStat offers an excellent opportunity for thinking outside these isolated worlds 
of everyday service delivery.  

 Representatives from several agencies are present for the CitiStat meetings. Next to the 
mayor and the first deputy mayor normally sit the finance director, chief information officer, 
labor commissioner, city solicitor, director of human relations, and director of CitiStat. CitiStat 
analysts present at the meetings have knowledge of how other departments might collaborate 
on tasks. By pressing trash-collecting departments about why garbage was still on the streets, 
for instance, Baltimore officials discovered that they had a problem with illegal dumping. The 
Department of Public Works lacked the power to arrest violators but it could provide 
information about where and when dumping occurs. As a result the Police Department 
assigned a special unit and the 911 response protocols were changed to respond more quickly 
to dumping complaints. 
         When issues require ongoing coordination between agencies, the city has formed new 
“stat” groups to track progress and solve problems. The Mayor’s Office found that problems 
with juvenile delinquency, drug abuse, and project planning required persistent coordination 
between departments. To address these problems, the Mayor’s Office created KidStat, 
DrugStat, and ProjectStat groups. 

      Another issue that underscores the need to coordinate 
simple management challenges is lead poisoning. Not a 
single enforcement action had been taken in the 10 years 
prior to CitiStat. The Mayor formed a “LeadStat” team with 
officials from health, housing, and environmental agencies. 
They created a map of the city with red dots for each case 
of lead poisoning and met twice-monthly to find solutions 
for turning these contaminated properties into green dots 
for abated ones. Health and housing inspectors trained 
together. 
       Environmental officials were employed by the state 
rather than the city, but responded to the structure and 
peer pressure provided by CitiStat. More than 1,000 sites 
have since been abated and there are far more green dots 
than red ones on the map. More importantly, the rate of 

lead poisoning among children in Baltimore fell 36 percent, with cases of children seriously 
poisoned down 61 percent.  

       When agencies attempt to shunt responsibilities onto others, CitiStat offers an 
opportunity to clarify overlapping areas of jurisdiction and improve services. In one case, 
Baltimore officials found that two agencies both had responsibility for abandoned cars, 

………………………….…...……. 
 
By pressing trash-collecting  
departments about why garbage 
was still on the streets,  
Baltimore officials discovered 
that they had a problem with  
illegal dumping. The Police  
Department assigned a  
special unit to respond to 
dumping complaints 
………………………….….………. 
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depending on where the car was 
located. If one wheel was on an alley 
and the other wheels were in the street 
then both agencies claimed it was the 
other’s responsibility. Clarifying 
jurisdiction served residents better and 
saved the time wasted sending requests 
back and forth between agencies. 
Similar confusion over jurisdiction 
arose over dead animals, which were 
the responsibility of four different 
agencies depending on the type of 
animal, location, and time of day. 
Trucks would drive out to discover that 
a raccoon was actually a cat and return 
to send the request to another agency—
a caricature of waste. Eventually 
CitiStat gave responsibility for 
disposing of all dead animals to the 
Department of Public Health; the 
agency’s budget was increased accordingly. 

Greater efficiency comes from the relentless pursuit of seemingly minor problems. 
Individual departments may only be concerned with whether they are following protocol. 
Only an outside body – concerned with overall performance and empowered to pursue 
individual instances – can unravel and change entrenched wasteful practices. 

  
FFREQUENTLY REQUENTLY AASKED SKED QQUESTIONSUESTIONS  

 
A number of questions arise regularly about the structure and operation of CitiStat. A sampler: 
 
What if we don’t have the extra money? 
 

CitiStat requires initial startup costs and requires hiring a skilled staff. But Baltimore found 
the savings from the program far exceed the costs. In FY2001, for instance, the Mayor’s office 
estimates that the city’s total start-up and operating costs for CitiStat were approximately 
$285,000 with realized savings of $13.2 million – a return on investment of over 45 to 1. These 
numbers do not capture the value of improved municipal services.  

In a tight budget situation, many public officials are wary of investing in an initiative that 
may be perceived as an “extra” program. But waiting for the “perfect time” to launch the 
program – waiting for city revenues to increase or relying on outside funding – could cause 
harmful delays. Investing in CitiStat when resources are scarce signals the leadership’s 
commitment to seeing it through. 

From a  September 8, 2000 CitiStat meeting 
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We have a city manager system of government. 
 
An established city manager may see CitiStat as usurping some of his or her authority. 

That does not mean that CitiStat would not fit in a manger form of government. When the city 
or town council hires a new city manager, the contract might require the implementation of a 
CitiStat-type program. In the meantime, councilors interested in improved data and 
performance can ask a resistant manager to produce some basic information about operations. 
How many vehicles does the city have in its fleet? How are those vehicles deployed? What are 
the trends for overtime? Managers do not want to be told how to run their offices, but they 
might be persuaded to adopt an information-based management system. Such a system could 
enhance their understanding of the far-flung operations of local government.  

 
Is this a software package? 

 
No. Computers offer tremendous power to sort, retrieve, and format information, but the 

system is as only as good as the people and information involved. Jane Fountain, director of 
the National Center on Digital Governance at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School, 
notes: “CitiStat is technology-enabled, but only in ways where the technology itself is already 

widespread. It is important that we have the capability 
for any department to enter information once and it 
become part of a larger system. It is important that 
information be available in more-or-less real time. But 
ultimately, CitiStat is not about the technology.” 
       The larger goal of CitiStat lies beyond technology. 
CitiStat seeks to uproot systems of patronage politics 
(based on the exchange of favors), and even to displace 
ordinary process politics (in which government workers 
view success in terms of following prescribed protocols). 

In their places, management tools like CitiStat can contribute to a performance-based politics in 
which government agencies define success in terms of the outcomes residents care about. 
“CitiStat is,” according to Robert Behn, faculty chair of the Kennedy School’s executive-
education program on Driving Government Performance, “part of a broader management 
strategy of directly engaging departments and their staff to get them to focus on what really 
counts.” 

 
What do public sector unions think about this? 

 
Public-sector unions often approach performance-based management systems with 

suspicion. Unions fear that relentless tracking of performance can be used as a wedge to 
downsize government and outsource tasks where public agencies have been found deficient to 
private vendors.  

The devil is in the details. Public agencies typically advance a wide variety of policy goals 

…………………………………… 
 
CitiStat is technology-enabled,  
but only in ways where  
the technology itself is  
already widespread.  
……………………………………... 
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besides simply delivering services. Many agencies are required to pay higher-than-minimum 
wages, use recycled paper, or contract with minority- or women-owned companies, for 
instance. If private firms’ performance is measured in simple bottom-line terms that exclude 
other public policy goals, then performance-based systems could set up public agencies for 
failure. 

CitiStat Director Matthew Gallagher states that CitiStat is not about running government 
like a business. “Our modification on that axiom, is that government should be run in a more 
business-like way. Truth-be-told,” he continues, “ there are just too many things that 
governments (particularly local ones) have to do that the private sector has little to no interest 
in.” Regardless of whether the public or private sector delivers a service, it is important to 
track performance. It is telling that in Baltimore one benchmark that has been closely tracked 
across agencies is the percentage of contracts going to 
minority-owned businesses. 

Following the path of former Indianapolis Mayor 
Stephen Goldsmith, Baltimore has established a process 
of “managed competition” for many kinds of service 
delivery. Both public and private entities are invited to 
bid for the services. The impact of subcontracting on 
public employees has been minimal. Of the 250 
employees whose work was taken over by private 
firms, all but 15 to 20 of them have been assigned to 
other agencies or retrained within city government. 
City officials claim that the services that have been subcontracted  – such as custodial services 
and grass cutting  – have gone to local mom-and-pop businesses rather than large companies. 

Labor unions in Baltimore did not support the mayor’s first campaign but supported his 
subsequent election. They have been neither strongly supportive nor resistant of CitiStat. Top 
city officials say that unions have been brought in regularly for advice in improving efficiency. 
Organized labor has little basis to object to CitiStat so long as employees are only asked to 
show up and perform their jobs. Workers also appreciate when good performance gets 
recognized.  

Insofar as CitiStat helps to improve the image of government, it makes voters and higher 
levels of government less inclined to cut the government programs where union workers are 
employed. City Hall has dramatically improved its relations with state officials and legislators. 
When key budget officials from the state capitol in Annapolis attend CitiStat meetings, they 
tend to be more confident about how state monies are spent in the city. 

 
It can’t be done here. 

 
CitiStat is not a template. In Baltimore each new agency began with its own baby steps. 

According to Deputy Mayor Michael Enright: “We have to reinvent the process with every 
department, start the same way we initially did with trash.” Adjusting to unique conditions of 
an agency or city is part of the initial start-up process. 

…………………………………. 
 
‘CitiStat is not about running  
government like a business. It is 
about running government in a  
more businesslike way.’ CitiStat  
Director Matthew Gallagher 
………………………………...…. 
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Do city counselors and alderman dislike losing their ombudsman role? 
 

They may worry that CitiStat will make them obsolete. In Baltimore the mayor’s office has 
reassured them by creating a direct system for filing and checking on citizen requests for 
assistance with the city bureaucracy. Councilors can still take public credit for pushing the 
Mayor’s Office to respond to citizen requests. City officials often place a higher priority on 
requests from councilors. 

 
What about the 311 call center? Do we need that first? 
 

Baltimore officials do not recommend launching a call center first. The danger is that the 
government agency will increase the volume of citizen requests and complaints without the 
capacity to deal with those issues on the back end. Deputy Mayor Enright notes, however, that 
seeing the high rates of failure to abate citizen requests would certainly help motivate 
subsequent reforms. 

      A centralized call center is much more expensive than 
the basic CitiStat operations. The service in Ba ltimore costs 
$4 million annually, though it may save money by 
consolidating other call services.  
      The call-in center has become a critical part of CitiStat. 
A representative from the 311 program sits in on CitiStat 
meetings and can help to alter the kinds of questions that 
residents are asked for better information, or the kinds of 

responses so that expectations will not be unreasonable. Citizen requests also provide an 
important source of information about departmental performance and unmet needs. 

According to Baltimore officials, the 311 system has been very popular with constituents. 
Citizens historically have experienced great frustration trying to report problems to City Hall. 
A professional operator with a modern computer database dramatically changes the image of 
public responsiveness. Even the greater levels of courtesy displayed by operators makes a big 
difference.  

Here is how the system works. Each call generates a service request number and is 
assigned to a specific agency. Each agency that has to address the issue is required to sign off 
on the citizen’s requests or complaints. Residents can also make requests online. Callers can 
inquire later about what happened to their requests. 

 
We need someone to come in and show us how to do this. 
 

The city of Baltimore has put together a CD-ROM that includes the non-proprietary 
elements of the technical package for other government agencies to adapt. Baltimore officials 
have consulted with officials from other cities and continue to be willing to do so. But the 
expert knowledge on how to implement CitiStat can only be gained by initiating the process. 
CitiStat is a learning-by-doing system that requires political will to succeed.  

…………………………….………. 
The call-in center has become 
an important part of CitiStat 
and has helped change the  
image of public responsiveness. 
…………………………..…..……. 
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WWHAT HAT IIS S TTO O BBE E DDONE?ONE?  
 

Baltimore’s pioneering use of CitiStat is the result of two converging forces –the 
availability of inexpensive technology and the shift toward basic service delivery in city 
government. 

Virtually every desk worker in city government today uses a computer with power 
greater than all of the machinery used to put a man on the moon just a generation ago. Even 
sophisticated database programs use little of the memory on desktop computers. Mapping 
software and photographs and other graphics take more space on a computer’s memory – 
but even those images can easily be stored on compact disks for easy retrieval. There is no 
real reason why even the most poorly funded city agency cannot track a wide range of 
information for use in analyzing performance and trends and achieving efficiencies in 
management. 

In the midst of the information revolution, cities have experienced a significant political 
revolution. Mayors in the 1960s developed a wide range of redistributive policies on issues 
such as housing, job training, legal services, higher education, nutrition, contracting, small 
business development, and neighborhood development. Prominent mayors like John V. 
Lindsay of New York and Maynard Jackson of Atlanta developed programs to create new 
opportunities in poor communities. This redistributive approach shifted toward 
development in the 1980s. Mayors like Edward I. Koch of New York, Dianne Feinstein of 
San Francisco, Andrew Young of Atlanta, and Federico Pena of Denver sought to encourage 
new economic  activity on the grounds that the best social 
program is a job. 

The redistributive and developmental impulses remain in 
city politics. But in recent years, mayors have embraced a more 
modest goal of allocating basic services more efficiently and 
professionally. The thinking is simple. If the city government 
can achieve excellence in its own affairs, it can create a better 
environment for working-class families, small businesses, and 
the full range of city dwellers and workers. The City Hall leaders 
of this service-delivery emphasis include Rudolph Giuliani of 
New York, Thomas Menino of Boston, and Richard Daley of 
Chicago.  

CitiStat is primarily a tool to help the city government tend 
to its own business of delivering basic services. But it could also 
play an important role in better assessing all manner of urban 
issues. What kinds of businesses offer the greatest potential for reviving inner-city 
neighborhoods? What kinds of workers are most in demand? What kinds of housing are 
needed to shelter workers at all rungs of the housing ladder?  

Whatever the kind of policy – redistributive, developmental, or allocative – CitiStat 
presents a powerful model of the importance of information in today’s city. If information is 
power, then broad and open use of information is democratic power. 

………………………… 
Virtually every desk 
worker in city  
government today uses 
a computer with power 
greater than all of the 
machinery used to put 
a man on the moon 
just a generation ago.  
……………………….  
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AAPPENDIXPPENDIX   OONENE: : EEXCERPTXCERPT F FROMROM  CCITIITISSTATTAT  TTRANSPORTATIONRANSPORTATION  RREPORTEPORT  

Cover page from a Department of Transportation report from March 31 to April 13, 2001. 
The first page of most CitiStat reports focuses on attendance and overtime hours.  



Continuation of transportation report containing information on absenteeism for the De-
partment of Transportation.  
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Page from transportation report listing potholes filled in each sector of the city of Baltimore.  
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AAPPENDIXPPENDIX   TTWOWO: :   

MMAPAP   FROMFROM  CCITIITISSTATTAT  PPARKSARKS  ANDAND   RRECREATIONECREATION  RREPORTEPORT 
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AAPPENDIXPPENDIX   TTHREEHREE: :   

EEXCERPTXCERPT F FROMROM  CCITIITISSTATTAT  HHRALTHRALTH  ANDAND   HHUMANUMAN  SSERVICESERVICES   RREPORTEPORT 

Excerpt from a Department of Health CitiStat report from July 3, 2003 to July 16, 2003 de-
tailing Department of Health performance indicators for Fiscal Year 2004.   
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Phineas Baxandall is assistant director of the Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston at Har-
vard's John F. Kennedy School of Government. Before turning to research on the Boston-
area, he published on topics of comparative political economy in West European Politics, East 
European Politics & Societies, and Journal of Socio-Economics. His book, Constructing Unemploy-
ment: The Political Economy of Joblessness in East and West will be out in 2004 (Ashgate Press). 
Baxandall has also written journalistic pieces on a variety of topics including health care, sin 
taxes, and the "New" Economy. He worked previously as assistant editor at the Federal Re-
serve Bank of Boston's Regional Review, as a lecturer at Harvard's Social Studies Program, 
and as a visiting lecturer at the Budapest University of Economics. Baxandall holds a bache-
lor's degree from Wesleyan University and a doctoral degree from the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. 
 
Charles C. Euchner is executive director of the Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston at 
Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government. The editor of the Rappaport 
Institute’s Governing Greater Boston Series, Euchner is the coauthor, with Stephen J. 
McGovern, of Urban Policy Reconsidered: Dialogues on the Problems and Prospects of American 
Cities (Routledge, 2003). He is also author of Playing the Field: Why Sports Teams Move and 
Cities Fight to Keep Them (Johns Hopkins, 1993) and Extraordinary Politics: How Protest and 
Dissent Are Changing American Democracy (Westview, 1996). Prior to coming to the Kennedy 
School, Euchner held positions at the College of the Holy Cross, Boston Redevelopment Au-
thority, and Northeastern University. Euchner holds a bachelor’s degree from Vanderbilt 
University and master’s and doctoral degrees from the Johns Hopkins University.  
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The Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston, based at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy 
School of Government, works to improve the policy and governance in the Greater Boston 
area by contributing useful and academically rigorous research to inform policy debates, 
engaging students in public service, strengthening networks of academics and practitioners 
involved in public policy work, promoting dialogue on policy matters in forums and on the 
web, and providing training for municipal officials in the Greater Boston area.  
 
Contact the Rappaport Institute at: 

 
Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
79 John F. Kennedy Street  
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

 
Telephone: (617) 495-5091 
Fax:( 617) 496-1722 
Email: rappaport_institute@ksg.harvard.edu 
Web: www.ksg.harvard.edu/rappaport 

 
 

NNATIONALATIONAL C CENTERENTER  F FOR OR DDIGITAL IGITAL GGOOVERNMENTVERNMENT  
  

The National Center for Digital Government is the focus at the John F. Kennedy School of 
Government for research on information technology, institutions, and governance.  The 
center's mission is to build global research capacity, to advance practice, and to strengthen 
the network of researchers and practitioners engaged in building and using technology and 
government.  The goal of the Center is to apply and extend the social sciences for research 
at the intersection of governance, institutions and information technologies. 
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